MASTER CLASS
We build up new, digital skills among executives and employees
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THE STORY OF WHO STANDS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Today, technological innovations give us many opportunities to
change our lives and work. The Digital Transformation will change
the way we work together and interact with each other. The speed
of change is increasing exponentially. This makes the very
difference of the digital age compared to all other phases of
economic development in the past.
We are observing the increasing pace of change in user
expectations, the implementation of disruptive business models
and the maturity of new technologies. On the other hand, the speed
of change creates a high pressure on people in companies and
organizations regarding their individual adaptability and
willingness to change.
We are basically able to gradually adapt our behaviour to a new
situation, but now we have to become more agile. This requires
new structures and competencies.
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Our experience teaches us that a digital transformation always has
four elements when it is started:
● the development of a positive image of the future and a
digital strategy
● the institutionalisation of business model innovation
● the creation of the technological foundations in IT
● cultural change, which introduces new forms of thinking,
working and leading.
We have developed four roles for these elements, which must be
introduced and trained in companies in order for the digital
transformation to be successful: Transformative Pioneer, Visionary
Innovator, Innovative Technologist and Cultural Advocate.
We train people to take on these roles, build up a community of
like-minded people and accompany the introduction in the
corporate context. The course is certiﬁed by the Goethe University
Frankfurt.

WE ENABLE PEOPLE IN COMPANIES TO DEVELOP NEW STRUCTURES AND
COMPETENCIES FOR THE NECESSARY CHANGE
1

BUILD
CAPABILITIES

With the trainings we build up new skills in the company to successfully master the digital
change

2

PROVIDE
KNOWLEDGE

We translate the knowledge into actions that change our daily work

3

PROVIDE
GUIDANCE

4

ACCELERATING
CHANGE

5

TRACKING
CHANGE
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We lead to new ways of thinking, working and leading

We increase the commitment and willingness to change of employees and managers

We conclude agreements that new knowledge and other behaviour will become permanently
effective

THE FOUR DIGITAL ROLES CAN BE TAKEN INDIVIDUALLY OR IN COMBINATION
BY MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES

TRANSFORMATIVE
PIONEER

Pioneer and leader for the entire
transformation of an organization or
division. Responsible implementer of
change and manager of the
dependencies between innovation,
technology and culture.

Leading ﬁgure for translating cultural
change into new, more agile forms of
leadership and cooperation.

CULTURAL
ADVOCATE

Creates the technological foundations
and a new agile IT for the rapid
implementation and operations of
digital business models.

INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIST
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Head of the creative design of digital
business models. Institutionalizes the
structures and competencies in the
company for user-centric innovation.

VISIONARY
INNOVATOR

WITH OUR MASTER CLASS APPROACH WE BUILD OVER A PERIOD OF APPROX.
6 MONTHS WE BUILD UP SUSTAINABLE COMPETENCIES
LEARNING APPROACH

SCOPE OF TRAINING

Our various training modules follow a triad of impulse, reﬂection and
change

Period approx. 6 months

Impulses
Keynote lecture on basic education and inspiration from
digital experts

●

Online based basic training

●

6 days classroom training (3 times 2 consecutive days)

Reﬂection
Reﬂection on your own situation and "learning by doing" in
small practical units

●

4x90 min. remote sparring on own project

●

1.5 days group reﬂection off-site

●

Access to the community for practical continuous learning
and exchange among each other

●

Examination on the basis of the own project in the company

Change
What are we going to do differently in our everyday work?
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CERTIFICATE TRAINING FOR THE ROLE OF TRANSFORMATIVE PIONEER AT A
GLANCE
TRANSFORMATIVE PIONEER
What's in it for me
●
The ability to correctly manage complex digital transformations
●
Qualiﬁcation for further transformational tasks in middle and upper management
●
Development of your leadership personality for the digital transformation
●
Access to a community of people in the same role for sustainable exchange
●
Recognised certiﬁcation by the Goethe University Frankfurt
What do I learn
●
Methods of digital business model development and the institutionalisation of innovation
●
Implementation of an agile mindset, a leadership and innovation culture and the New Ways of Work
●
Agile IT and transformation of IT as innovator
●
Design of enterprise architectures with modern technologies
●
Tools for transformation management
Who is it for
●
People from middle and upper management who want to qualify for digital transformation
●
Professionals who want to qualify for management tasks in the digital transformation
●
Business owners who see a need for qualiﬁcation to secure the future of their business
●
Independent consultants and coaches who lack the expertise to advise their clients on digital transformation
●
Advisory and supervisory boards, who want to get ﬁt in their function for the digital transformation
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CERTIFICATE TRAINING FOR THE ROLE OF THE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIST
AT A GLANCE
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIST
What's in it for me
●
The ability to properly manage complex digital IT transformations
●
Qualiﬁcation for further transformational tasks in middle and upper management
●
Development of your leadership personality for the digital transformation
●
Access to a community of people in the same role for sustainable exchange
●
Recognised certiﬁcation by the Goethe University Frankfurt
What do I learn
●
Design and implementation of digital and agile IT operating models
●
Designing and implementing the new role of IT as a business innovator
●
Derivation of IT architectures from digital business models using modern and disruptive technologies
●
Introduction and sustainable scalable implementation of agile methods in IT transformation
●
Management of new skill requirements and culture change in IT
Who is it for
●
People from middle and upper IT management who want to qualify for digital IT transformation
●
IT professionals who want to qualify for tasks in IT management in the digital transformation
●
Business owners who see a need for further qualiﬁcation in the ﬁeld of digital IT
●
Independent IT consultants who lack the expertise to advise their customers on digital IT transformation
●
Advisory and supervisory boards, who want to get ﬁt in their function for digital IT transformation
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CERTIFICATE TRAINING FOR THE ROLE OF CULTURAL ADVOCATE AT A GLANCE
CULTURAL ADVOCATE
What's in it for me
●
The ability to properly manage complex digital cultural changes
●
Qualiﬁcation for further transformational tasks in personnel management
●
Developing your leadership personality for the digital cultural change
●
Access to a community of people in the same role for sustainable exchange
●
Recognised certiﬁcation from the Goethe University Frankfurt
What do I learn
●
Introduction and sustainable establishment of agile collaboration
●
Use and added value of participation in decision-making processes
●
Understanding, internalizing and living transformational leadership
●
Understand and effectively use Workplace Design
●
Development of a sustainable digital culture
Who is it for
●
People from middle and upper HR management who want to qualify for digital cultural change
●
Professionals who want to qualify for management tasks in the digital culture change
●
Business owners who see a need for further qualiﬁcation for digital cultural change
●
Independent HR consultants and coaches who lack the expertise to advise their clients on digital culture change
●
Advisory and supervisory boards, who want to get ﬁt in their function for the digital cultural change
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CERTIFICATE TRAINING FOR THE ROLE OF VISIONARY INNOVATOR AT A
GLANCE
VISIONARY INNOVATOR
What's in it for me
●
The ability to properly manage complex digital innovation
●
Qualiﬁcation for further tasks in middle and upper innovation management
●
Developing your leadership personality for digital innovation
●
Access to a community of people in the same role for sustainable exchange
●
Recognised certiﬁcation from the Goethe University Frankfurt
What do I learn
●
User-centric agile business model innovation
●
Best practices for estimating and evaluating market potential, market relevance and scalability
●
Creative methods for the conception of innovation ideas by means of prototyping
●
Institutionalisation and operationalisation of digital innovation in companies and their governance
●
Introduction and sustainable establishment of a digital innovation culture
Who is it for
●
People from middle and upper management who want to qualify for digital innovation
●
Professionals who want to qualify for tasks in the ﬁeld of digital innovation
●
Business owners who see a need for further qualiﬁcation in the ﬁeld of digital innovation
●
Self-employed consultants and coaches who lack the expertise to advise their clients on digital innovation
●
Advisory and supervisory boards, who want to make themselves ﬁt for digital innovation in their function
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TRANSFORMATIVE
PIONEER
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DAYS 1 & 2 SERVE STRATEGIC ORIENTATION
The digital transformation requires the design of a new corporate identity via sustainable future visions and business models to provide
orientation on where the journey should go. This requires visionary power and implementation strength from leaders and a clear understanding
of their role as a pioneer of comprehensive corporate transformation.
Learning Content
We present the interdependencies of the platform economy, the social implications of digitisation and the characteristics of digital companies
and business models. User focus, service orientation and value creation via data as new disruptive drivers, as well as the assessment of rapid
technological innovations on business models and companies are conveyed. The role of the Transformative Pioneer and its range of tasks will
also be presented and reﬂected on the own situation. Finally, techniques for designing future visions and business models are presented,
practiced and explained.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding the interrelationships and dynamics of digital transformation
●

Ability to classify disruptive technologies and their inﬂuence on business models

●

Empowerment through methods for the design of sustainable future visions and digital business models

●

Building governance of transformations through roles, rights, responsibilities and KPIs

●

Understanding and assessing the cross-cutting effects of digitisation on processes, organisation, people and technologies used
across all corporate functions

●

Introduction to the d.quarks model (capability approach), the framework for the digital transformation of companies and organizations
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DAYS 3 & 4 FOCUS ON BUILDING INNOVATION AND CULTURAL COMPETENCE
The implementation of new visions of the future and business models involves the development of a new form of innovation and cultural
competence in the company. User-centric, explorative and iterative implementation of innovations via agile innovation methods in synthesis to
a culture of multi-disciplinary (cross-departmental) collaboration are core elements of a digital transformation.
Learning Content
Agile innovation through design thinking. Incubators, accelerators, start-ups and their embedding in the existing organisation are taught.
Business model innovation in interaction with IT is taken into account. Agile collaboration and participation are presented as leadership tools
and the basic principles of transformational leadership are explained. In building innovation competence and cultural competence, the
interdependencies are discussed. The focus is on new adequate working models taking into account the (individual) needs of the employees
and the appropriate design of the working environment.
Learning Objectives
●
Ability to understand the basics of applying Design Thinking to digital business model and product development
●

Designing effective incubators and understanding how to collaborate with start-ups and assessing their impact on traditional business
processes

●

Ability to transformatively lead a cultural change towards agile collaboration and participation

●

Understanding of new roles and needs-speciﬁc working models and environments

●

Understanding of the management of the central interfaces to IT and HR in the context of business model innovation
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AT DAY 5 & 6 WE LEARN TO BUILD PLATFORM COMPETENCE AND PLAN
TRANSFORMATION
New digital business models require adaptable IT and HR. This means that IT must provide a ﬂexible platform for the operation of digital
business models and a corresponding new operating model. HR is responsible for the development of necessary competencies among
employees and managers. The three central aspects of the digital transformation: innovation competence, platform competence and cultural
competence must be transferred into a transformation plan that manages structural and cultural change in an integrated manner and thus
moves ever closer to the strategic vision of the future.
Learning Content
Core element of an agile operating model of IT is the new role of IT as innovator and business enabler. Basic aspects of digital platform
architectures and the relationship between business models and platform architecture design. At the same time, HR is also facing a change of
role in the context of the necessary changes in the company. The design of transformation plans takes into account the integrated
development of innovation, platform and cultural competence. Based on the ﬁve archetypes of the Transformative Pioneer, the own
understanding of roles is sharpened and the corresponding transformation organization is designed.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding of the new IT function as a three-way split of: Infrastructure Service Provider, Business Enabler and Innovator
●

Understanding the new HR function in the context of competence development and cultural change

●

Basic concepts of ﬂexible and scalable platform architectures: APIs, service-oriented architectures, microservices and data integration

●

Recurring patterns in transformation plans and success factors in implementation

●

Classiﬁcation of the own person into one of the ﬁve archetypes of the Transformative Pioneer

●

Ability to set up an adequate transformation organization and stakeholder management
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INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIST
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DAYS 1 & 2 ARE USED TO CHANGE THE POSITIONING OF THE IT
In the digital world, IT or the CIO function must reposition itself, take on new roles and build up new skills. As a classic infrastructure supplier, it
will increasingly develop into the role of innovator and business enabler. This must be planned and iteratively implemented with agile methods.
Learning Content
As a starting point, we look at how digitization and in particular digital business models are changing the demands on IT, what new possible
roles and competencies are emerging for the IT department as a result and what new capabilities need to be built. We develop an
understanding of the organizational impact on IT and the collaborative integration with other units in the company and teach the participants
how to derive a concrete, new digital operating model for their IT department, identify the need for change and plan and execute the
implementation.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding the future requirements for IT professionals and the IT organization
●

Learning and applying models and methods for the design and implementation of a new digital operating model

●

Ability to deﬁne and implement an agile change plan
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DAYS 3 & 4 FOCUS ON THE DESIGN OF DIGITAL IT ARCHITECTURES
The new role of IT also requires new technical structures. In particular, the constantly increasing speed of change in business can only be
supported technically by agile, adaptive architectures.
Learning Content
First, we look at the effects of digitization on IT architectures and the corresponding need for change. The participants learn how architectures
can be derived from changed and new (digital) business models and which methods, design principles and reference models are available. The
focus is on concrete application through practical exercises. We provide an overview of innovative technologies and enable the participants to
place them in the architectural context with regard to their inﬂuence on digital business models.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding the (new) requirements for IT architectures
●

Learning of reference models and methods for deriving architectures from changed business models

●

Ability to deﬁne and implement an agile implementation plan
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AT DAYS 5 & 6 WE LEARN TO INTRODUCE AGILE WORKING METHODS IN IT
The constantly increasing speed of change has not only technical, but also process-related and organisational implications for IT. User
centricity and agility are particularly important.
Learning Content
At the beginning we look at the need for change in the IT process landscape driven by digitalization. The participants will learn agile and
user-centered methods including the meaningful areas of application and apply them practically. A special focus is placed on the scaling of
these methods and the cultural implications.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding the new requirements of the IT process landscape
●

Learning and applying agile and user-centered methods

●

Understanding cultural challenges and how to meet them

●

Ability to plan and implement agile methods
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CULTURAL
ADVOCATE
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ON DAY 1 WE LEARN TO INTRODUCE AGILE COLLABORATION
A cooperation that largely dispenses with hierarchies and is multidisciplinary. It forces people from different backgrounds to work together and
overcome silo structures. Knowledge and skills are not something that separates people from each other. Knowledge and skills are something
that is made available to the team. Thus, an environment must be created in which employees and managers can develop new ideas or solve
problems from a user-centered perspective. It is important to understand and tolerate differences in perspective in order to create something
new together.
Learning Content
We introduce the various aspects of agile collaboration (including knowledge sharing, error culture, interdisciplinary solution competence, use
of swarm intelligence, user orientation, self-empowerment and community building) and show the cultural and organizational requirements.
Together we develop strategies for overcoming or dissolving silo mentalities and structures. The use and meaningful application of
collaboration and communication tools shows how technology supports the New Ways of Work.
Learning Objectives
●
Learning agile forms of cooperation
●

Teaching the ability to introduce and establish an agile culture of cooperation

●

Use of collaboration and communication tools: potentials and limits of virtual collaboration in teams

●

Get to know best practices from multinational projects
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DAY 2 FOCUSES ON LIVING PARTICIPATION
Participation refers to all employees and includes their involvement in the change and design process using agile and collaborative methods.
Employees in the company become creators of something new, using all the knowledge, experience and expertise of the people in an
organisation.
Learning Content
We present and reﬂect on the introduction of a context-oriented participation process in companies. We convey the governance, the roles, the
collaborative working methods as well as the necessary competencies to be built up.
Learning Objectives
●
Learning the design principles for introducing a participation process
●

Communicating the structures, tasks, roles and responsibilities in changing contexts

●

Teaching the necessary skills and agile and cooperative methods
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ON DAYS 3 & 4 WE LEARN TO LIVE TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Other forms of leadership are needed to implement new digital business models. In the interaction of transactional and transformational
leadership, the characteristics of leadership in change processes must be understood, one's own leadership behavior must be reﬂected upon
and a new leadership style must be developed which also takes into account the changed demands of employees. How can the role of the
manager be realigned?
Learning Content
When developing a new management culture, we follow the triad of inspiration - reﬂection - change. We give impulses for leadership in the
digital age and in transformation processes (contextualization). We guide the self-reﬂection of the own leadership style and develop the basic
principles and characteristics of a new leadership culture. We discuss initial concrete behavioural changes and, in a group process, discuss the
different experiences in dealing with barriers and successful interventions in the event of resistance.
Learning Objectives
●
Differentiation of different management cultures and characteristics (analog vs. digital)
●

Understanding of success factors of change initiatives at management level

●

Reﬂection of the own or the current leadership style in the company (self-assessment)

●

Deﬁnition of own leadership principles

●

Developing an implementation roadmap for a new leadership culture (moments that matter)
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DAY 5 IS ABOUT UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF WORKPLACE DESIGN
Workplace Design is an enabler for new business models and a different, digital corporate culture - not an end in itself. The reorientation of the
oﬃce environment serves the purpose of enabling and promoting collaboration and creativity within the company, and of doing justice to the
New Way of Work. This includes, for example, the implementation of creativity zones in oﬃces, of open structures where there are no longer
ﬁxed desks, and the integration of the employee's own home oﬃce.
Learning Content
We design a digital workplace that promotes productivity, innovation, collaboration and overall employee satisfaction. After impulses for new
room concepts and reﬂection on existing room structures in the own company, the need for change is analysed. In the next step, basic interior
design elements are presented and their implementation in rooms, spaces and areas is communicated.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding design principles of the interior design of New Ways of Work
●

Learning of context-related options for interior design

●

Approach to the development of digital user-centered workplace design in the company

●

Mediation of spatial elements (fabrics, shapes, colour, material) for the redesign of the physical workplace
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AT DAY 6 WE LEARN TO INTRODUCE DIGITAL CULTURE DEVELOPMENT
PERMANENTLY
Digital transformation means change, and corporate leaders, owners and managers must be ready for it. Building a digital corporate culture
that encompasses all areas of work is an ongoing process of change that needs to be professionally organized and accompanied. Due to
technology, the speed of change is increasing exponentially. The key question is: which structures and competencies must be built up in the
company to increase the adaptability of people.
Learning Content
We discuss the development of adaptive structures and competencies to increase the agility and resilience of companies. We present the
methods and tools of an accompanying change management process. We reﬂect on the transformation experience in the company, rituals and
traditional behavioural patterns and how resistance in the change process was successfully dealt with in the past. We discuss in the group
change practices that have proven their value.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding of change processes
●

Reﬂection of transformation experiences

●

Learning the ability to create, design and implement a sustainable digital culture and environment

●

Learning methods for dealing with barriers and resistance to change

●

Understanding governance in change processes

●

Learning of sustainable change communication
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VISIONARY INNOVATOR
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AT DAY 1 WE LEARN TO CREATE INNOVATIVE, USER-CENTRIC PRODUCT AND
SERVICE IDEAS
Successful and innovative product and service development and new business models begin with understanding the needs and goals of future
users.
Learning Content
As a starting point for a successful innovation process, on the ﬁrst day we look at the process and the principles of Design Thinking and
user-centered methodology. From the deﬁnition of promising customer segments (Personas), the development of User Journeys to the
identiﬁcation of innovation potential in the form of current pain points of the customers (User Pain Points). With the help of creative methods,
participants are enabled in an interactive workshop to identify the potential behind user pain points and to translate it into innovative service
and product ideas in an idea generation (ideation session).
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding and going through the ﬁrst 3 phases of the Design Thinking process
●

Learning of user-centered analysis methodology for the evaluation of market potentials

●

Learning and application of creative methods for the development of innovative concepts & ideas
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AT DAY 2 WE LEARN TO TEST IDEAS WITH USERS
With the simplest of means, new innovations can be visualized, improved and validated with real users in the shortest possible time and at low
investment.
Learning Content
With the User Story Mapping method, we design attractive customer experiences for innovative ideas by thinking through and recording the
relevant usage scenarios. In this way we create the basis for deﬁning and prioritizing core functionalities. In the next step, paper prototypes,
click-dummies and storyboards are used to visualize these for testing with real users.
Learning Objectives
●
Learning of key factors of a successful user experience strategy and methods of user experience design
●

Development of simple prototypes and ﬁrst click-dummies and use of appropriate tools

●

Gain an understanding of the different types and Do's & Don'ts of user tests
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DAY 3 IS ABOUT DEVELOPING DIGITAL BUSINESS MODELS
Using proven methods and tools, digital business models can be developed holistically and tested for scalability.
Learning Content
Different frameworks for business model development are introduced and applied. For a better understanding, the business model ideas are
assigned to ﬁve digital business model archetypes that take into account the mechanics of the platform economy. The next step is to discuss
the necessary skills that need to be developed and built up in the company to successfully realize the ideas. Evaluation approaches for digital
business models are also presented and used.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding of the basic principles of the ﬁve digital business model archetypes and the skills required to implement them
●

Consolidation: Success factors of technology and data-driven business models

●

Learning and applying suitable tools for the holistic design of a business model

●

Learning of heuristics for the estimation and evaluation of a business model idea regarding market relevance & scalability
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DAY 4 FOCUSES ON AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCTS (MVPs)
The implementation of innovative product and service ideas takes place in an iterative and agile project procedure in which developers,
designers and technical experts work together in an interdisciplinary and self-organized team.
Learning Content
Agile product and service development involves the direct participation of users at an early stage, whose feedback is immediately taken into
account in programming and product development. Agile project management and agile software development (e.g. Scrum) include working
methods, methodologies and role models that will be presented. In doing so, hints are given on how an MVP (minimum viable product) is
successfully created and how governance within an organization must be designed. The transfer of the MVP into the existing IT structures is
also discussed.
Learning Objectives
●
Learning the working methods of agile software development and agile project management
●

Success factors in MVP development within the innovation process

●

Introduction to organizational patterns of collaborative work and the roles in the sprint team

●

Understanding of the transfer of an MVP into the existing IT landscape
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AT DAY 5 & 6 WE LEARN TO SET UP NEW ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS FOR
INNOVATION
To successfully develop something new, it takes much more than innovative ideas: It requires openness, a transformative management
approach and a corporate culture that does not shy away from experimentation but encourages it. It's about how we build sustainable
innovation competence in companies. How people become more innovative.
Learning Content
Different organisational structures and working methods for increasing the innovation competence of people in companies are examined more
closely in order to subsequently reﬂect on their compatibility with innovation processes. Within an interactive workshop format, the milestones,
goals and risks in the (further) development of an organization (Incubator, Accelerator, Startup/Company Building) are discussed and the
development of new role proﬁles with the corresponding competencies is taught. With a focus on stakeholder management and the
empowerment of employees, elements of a successful innovation culture are considered and evaluated with regard to their applicability in their
own environment.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding of the principles and advantages of different organisational forms and units in the innovation environment
●

Organizational development: consideration of the pitfalls and key factors in the successful establishment of a new organization

●

Role models: consideration of the introduction of new role proﬁles in the innovation process and the necessary personal competencies

●

Innovation culture: understanding of requirements, goals and differences to other corporate cultures

●

Measures for the gradual establishment of an innovation culture

●

Understanding of agile approaches (New Ways of Work)
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WE ARE TRAINERS AND SPARRING PARTNERS AND PROVIDE THE NECESSARY
DIGITAL CULTURAL SKILLS

50+

years of consulting and
training experience

150+

digital transformation
projects

2500+

people trained
in digitization

Dr. Carsten Hentrich

Lecturers & Teaching
at universities and
the Goethe Business School

Expertise
in digital vision & strategy, innovation,
technology, architecture and cultural change
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Manuel Heß

Michael Pachmajer

Co-Founder & Author
Managing Director d.quarks

Co-Founder &
Managing Director d.quarks

Co-Founder & Author
Managing Director d.quarks

Mobile +49 175 920 69 76

Mobile +49 175 167 17 78

Mobile +49 175 580 33 56

carsten.hentrich@dquarks.com

manuel.hess@dquarks.com

michael.pachmajer@dquarks.com

What distinguishes "digital" from traditional companies?

More information in the
book or under
d.quarks GmbH
Ludolfusstraße 11 ⎜60487 Frankfurt
www.dquarks.com
training@dquarks.com
+49 69 707 944 84
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